Neuronal loss or replacement in the injured adult cerebral neocortex induces extensive remodeling of intrinsic and afferent neural systems.
The question of how the cerebral cortex responds over time to changes in cortical neuronal number was addressed by inducing excitotoxic cortical neuronal loss, either alone or followed by homotypic fetal cortical cell suspension grafts, in adult rats. Following neuronal cell loss, rapid gliosis and inflammation temporarily maintained tissue volume. As gliosis subsided, tissue shrinkage occurred until the ratio of glia to neurons approached that of normal neocortex. After neuronal loss, total cortical glutamate uptake and glutamic acid decarboxylase activity dropped markedly and remained low, and there was a gradual but considerable reduction in the total size of afferent fiber networks. However, when expressed as concentrations per unit of tissue or protein, histological and neurochemical cortical markers showed increases during the phase of tissue shrinkage and in the long-term equilibrated to near normal levels. Retrograde tracing studies showed that the reduction in total afferent fiber network is accompanied by the atrophy of afferent neuronal cell bodies. Grafts of fetal cortical cells placed after excitotoxic lesions provided long-term reconstitution of cortical tissue mass, maintained afferent fiber systems, and prevented both the atrophy and surrounding cellular gliosis of some afferent neuronal cell bodies for over a year, but were unable to innervate the main cortical target regions in the host. Thus after neuronal loss or replacement, the adult cerebral neocortex and its afferent systems remodel to a density of neurons, glia, and afferent fibers similar to that found in intact tissue, illustrating structural plasticity toward a dynamic equilibrium.